Neutrix Cloud

™

Sovereign Storage Enabling Real-Time
Competition Between Public Clouds
Enhance workload agility, easily move workloads without moving data.
High performance, high availability for production and test/dev.
Eliminate hidden cloud costs for storage.

Neutrix Cloud
FLEXIBILITY

InfiniBox Customers have a new DRaaS option

Multi-cloud, multi-availability zone, multi-protocol
Neutrix Cloud makes it easier than ever to
centralize your data and provide simultaneous
access to multiple public cloud services. Run
enterprise applications natively in your virtual
private cloud while utilizing adjacent enterprise
class storage. InfiniBox owners can easily
implement Disaster Recovery as a Service (DRaaS)
with Neutrix Cloud as the target for replication.

ECONOMICS
Neutrix Cloud makes it easier to reduce the
costs of cloud computing by avoiding costly
data transfer fees, as well as employing highly
efficient snapshots to support test/dev instances
at petabyte scale.Commoditize cloud compute by

Your data is safe and secure in a sovereign cloud while applications can
be moved for best pricing

leveraging spot pricing for app instances across
clouds without moving your data. At 9¢/GB/
month, Neutrix Cloud is a sound economic choice.

ENTERPRISE CLASS FEATURES
Choose from file or block storage, with options for
read only and writable snapshots, to accelerate
your cloud-scale application development and
deployments. Enjoy all the features and benefits
of enterprise storage, including high availability
and enterprise proven reliability.

DATA PROTECTION
Using the Infinidat technology foundation,

Easily on-ramp existing data for multicloud workload deployment

including InfiniRAID, your data is proactively
secured and constantly checked for integrity to
insure the highest levels of data reliability.

Get started with Neutrix Cloud today!
Visit INFINIDAT.com to register or contact your
INFINIDAT sales team to learn more about how
you can enable real-time competition between
public clouds while maintaining the sovereignty
of our data.
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